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Indore: 65 dengue cases
reported; health dept says it
is within expectation
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Nestle India summoned for violating IMS Act
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Day 1, PAK and AUS in UAE
A. Ali *
37 (118) Y. Khan

1st Innings
59 (82)

PAK 179/2 (58.2)
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Chief judicial magistrate Lokesh Gupta, on Tuesday, summoned Nestle India officials and a distributor in a
case pertaining to alleged violations of the Infant Milk Substitutes, Feeding Bottles and Infant Foods
(Regulation of Production, Supply and Distribution) Act.

The court summoned quality assurance manager Indranil
Ray, Patti Kalyan, Samalakha, company secretary B
Murli, sales manager Dharmendra Hansraj Kotak and Jai
Prakash Gupta of M/s Sat Narain and Co.
The said persons have been ordered to appear in the
court on January 6, 2015.
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The CJM issued the orders on hearing a criminal complaint filed by deputy civil surgeon (health), Rohtak,
under the Infant Milk Substitutes Act, 1992, as amended in 2003 (IMS Act).
The complainant had said that provisions contained in Sections 3 and 6 of the IMS Act had been violated
by the said company.
According to complainant's counsel HC Dhankhar, a team comprising Amarjeet Singh, deputy civil surgeon
(health); Kuldeep Singh, deputy civil surgeon (family welfare) and Manmohan Taneja, senior drug control
officer, Rohtak zone, raided premises of M/s Sat Narain and Company on July 13, 2012.
The infant milk substitutes product stocked at the premises, when examined, contravened the provisions of
the IMS Act. The said products were seized from the premises.
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Rohtak expected to keep it special
place intact
The home turf of outgoing chief
minister Bhupinder Singh Hooda has
often been targeted by political
parties for getting extra attention, and
sops, but despite the Congress' rout,
Rohtak is expected to keep intact the
tag of CM's home town as

The Punjab and Haryana high court on Thursday
allowed famous Sufi singer Jyoti Meer to live with her
husband, Kunal Passi, a resident of Mohalla
Chaudhrian in Phillaur tehsil of Jalandhar district.

Khattar's native village in Rohtak jubilant
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PSEB Class 10 exams from March 25
'One rank, one pension' our
commitment:Antony

Rohtak BJP candidate Munish Grover in age row
Khaps throw their weight behind Hooda

Kiran Bedi likely to join BJP,
contest polls: TV

Supporters of Surjewala, JP clash in Kaithal
Rs 10 lakh announced for leads
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Modi’s reassuring touch
for unnerved chief
minister

'Analysts must be
qualified as per
advancements in science'

Capt Abhimanyu outdoes
Ram Bilas in portfolio
allocation

4 Congress block
presidents removed for
opposing Bajwa
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Maharashtra: Sena
reaches out to BJP, but
Uddhav may have Plan B
The Shiv Sena reaches out
to the BJP, and warns the
party against accepting the
NCP's support on a day it is
expected to anno...

Kerala govt's liquor ban
gets HC nod, 700 bars to
be shut
The Kerala high court on
Thursday upheld the
Oommen Chandy
government's partial liquor
ban by ruling that nearly 700
bars ...

Bengal: Naqvi held briefly
during Birbhum visit
Bengal's home department
had this morning sent a fax
to the BJP office in Kolkata,
asking the politicians not to
enter violen...

Minority govt possible in
Delhi, says SC
Terming lieutenant governor
Najeeb Jung's move to talk
to all political parties on
forming a government in
Delhi as 'positive...
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